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Living on to build
an intelligent future
2019 has undoubtedly been the most challenging year in Huawei’s
history. But with the trust and support of our customers and partners
across the globe, we’ve kept going. We’ve done everything in our power
to overcome multiple setbacks to provide better technology, products,
and services for our customers.
We’ve continued to contribute heavily to the wave of globalization,
digitalization, and smartification that the world is experiencing. From
chips, operating systems, and smart devices to network devices,
connectivity, cloud, and computing, our focus remains on developing
smart digital technologies. This is the key to unlocking progress for all
industry verticals and laying the foundation for high-quality, inclusive
growth that will make life and work easier and more efficient for all.
Over the past 30 years, Huawei has aimed to build the world’s best
connections through innovations born of sustained R&D investment. Our
strategy has expanded from connectivity to connectivity+computing,
and providing the world with sufficient affordable computing power.
Over the past year, we’ve released new Ascend and Kunpeng processors
for AI and general computing, respectively. We hope to propel the
computing industry into a future of new and diverse computing
capabilities that will underpin a fully connected, intelligent world. At the
fourth HUAWEI CONNECT in September 2019, we debuted our computing
strategy and launched the fastest ever AI training cluster, the Atlas 900.
With this new technology, Huawei hopes to accelerate the smartification
of scientific research and business innovation.
The planet is facing tremendous challenges, including environmental
destruction, global warming, disease, and uneven development. An
enormous digital divide still exists between nations, which we’re hoping
to help close through our digital inclusion initiative TECH4ALL. Focusing
on the three priorities of technology, applications, and skills, we’re
working with our global partners in four domains: education, healthcare,
development, and the environment. Our target is to extend the benefits
of digital technology to an additional 500 million people within five years.
As Huawei founder and CEO Ren Zhengfei said, our survival philosophy
can be summed up in three words: To live on! On the road ahead we
will face many challenges, but we still see the smart society of the
future beckoning like an ocean of stars – one that imbues us with the
vision to keep striving for a better connected, intelligent world.
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Huawei unveils computing strategy and
world’s fastest AI training cluster
At HUAWEI CONNECT 2019, Huawei announced its strategy for the computing market and
released Atlas 900, the world’s fastest AI training cluster. Below is the keynote speech given by
Huawei Deputy Chairman Ken Hu on September 18, 2019.
By Ken Hu, Deputy Chairman, Huawei

T
1

wo years ago we announced our
company-wide mission: to bring
digital to every person, home, and

Two key technologies:
connections and computing

organization for a fully connected,

intelligent world. In this world, we believe that

When most people think Huawei, they think

connectivity and computing will be woven into

connections. It’s true we’ve been investing nonstop

the fabric of everything.

in connectivity for the past 30 years. From fixed
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networks to wireless, from 2G, 3G and 4G, all the way

industry.

up to 5G, we’ve made quite a bit of progress in the
industry.

After the birth of the first computer in 1946, we’ve
seen incredible changes in form factor. From old

But our work doesn’t stop at connectivity. If our goal

mainframe computers to PCs, from desktops and

is to build an intelligent world, both connections and

laptops to tablets, to technology that travels with us

computing are key – they’re inseparable. The two are

– like mobile phones and wearables – computers are

interdependent, one pushing the other forward, both

getting smaller, more powerful, and closer to us than

developing in step.

ever before.

So wherever there’s a connection, you’ll have

In effect, computers have become an extension of

computing. And where there’s computing, you’ll have

ourselves. Our capabilities. And based on this trend,

connections too. In terms of Huawei’s investment,

it’s clear that computing as an industry has boundless

they’re equally important. In the past, we mostly

potential.

talked about connections. Now, I’d like to focus on
computing.

People and computers are
closer than ever

Our approach to computing is
still evolving
For the past 70 years, our approach to computing has
been evolving nonstop. I first came into contact with

Allow me to share a few thoughts on the computing

computers back in university. In programming class,

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019
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Computing and intelligence will be ubiquitous – not limited to the
cloud, but present in everything from your headphones and smartphones
to specialized edge computing for things like gene sequencing.

my teacher taught us that all you have to do is give a
computer an equation and it will give you the result.

intelligence
In the age of intelligence, we’ll see three major

In the early days of computing, all the industry had

computing trends.

was rule-based computing. You could compute
anything as long as you could distill it down to a clear

The first is demand for incredible computing power.

set of rules and parameters. And this was great for

Statistical computing is essentially a form of brute

things like analyzing census data or calculating the

force computing; it eats up computing resources.

trajectory of a moving object.
If you want to train an algorithm to recognize a cat,
But for other types of problems for which you

you need to feed it millions of images and let the

couldn’t define clear rules and parameters, like voice

system come to its own conclusions about what

recognition, image recognition, or real-time translation,

exactly defines “cat-ness”. This takes a metric ton

rule-based computing didn’t quite have what it takes.

of computing power. More complicated applications
like autonomous driving, astronomy, and weather

To solve these types of problems, scientists

forecasting will take even more compute.

developed statistical computing models. They are
great for dealing with undefinable problems, and this

Second, computing and intelligence will be

laid the foundation for artificial intelligence.

ubiquitous – not limited to the cloud, but present
in everything from your headphones and

Statistical computing will soon become the

smartphones, to specialized edge computing for

mainstream. We estimate that five years from now, AI

things like gene sequencing. These three types

computing will account for more than 80 percent of

of computing – on-device computing, specialized

all the computing power we use around the world.

edge computing, and brute force computing on

Computing in the age of
3

the cloud – form the computing landscape of the
intelligent world.
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Architecture innovation

Third, to better serve people in life and work,
computing needs to be managed cooperatively across
the computing landscape.

In a future where computing and intelligence are
everywhere, computing power will be the bedrock of

The cloud should only handle general-purpose

everything.

model training, providing background support for
personalized on-device AI and specialized edge

The industry doesn’t have nearly enough computing

computing. This not only improves experience, it’s

power to meet demand. Compute supply relies on

also better for protecting privacy.

processor performance. And since we’re reaching
the limits of Moore’s law, if the industry wants to

We have a lot of challenges ahead of us. We need

provide a steady and abundant supply of affordable

to beef up our computing power, explore new

computing power, we need to make breakthroughs in

architectures, and develop processors that meet

processor architecture.

people’s needs across all scenarios.
At the same time, Huawei’s portfolio covers networks,

The US$2 trillion market

devices, and public cloud services. The ability to
provide seamless intelligence across device, edge,

But the bigger the challenge, the bigger the

and cloud is a core part of our business.

opportunity. According to Gartner, by 2023 the
computing market will be worth more than US$2

That’s why we developed our Da Vinci architecture.

trillion. A massive blue ocean market.

We want to make computing and intelligence as

Huawei’s computing strategy

readily available as oxygen, so developing this
architecture was the natural next step. Da Vinci is
the only processor architecture in the world that can

At Huawei, we’ve decided to invest more. Our strategy

support all-scenario intelligence across device, edge,

focuses on four areas:

and cloud, and it will pave the way for future growth

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019
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Our software will be open source. That includes software like server
operating systems, databases, and AI development frameworks. This will
help our partners develop better commercial software more easily.

in the computing industry.

components they need to integrate AI computing into
their own products and solutions.

We are investing in all-scenario
processors

Our software will be open source. That includes
software like server operating systems, databases, and

Processors are the basic building blocks of the

AI development frameworks. This will help our partners

computing industry. After years of hard work and

develop better commercial software more easily.

investment, we’ve released several families of
processors for different scenarios.

We also enable application development and
portability. We won’t develop applications ourselves,

We have a full lineup: Kunpeng processors for

but we will provide tools and teams to help our

general purpose computing, Ascend processors for

partners develop and port their applications more

AI, Kirin processors for smart devices, and Honghu

efficiently.

processors for smart screens. Moving forward we will
release more processors for different scenarios.

By drawing clear lines between what we do and what
we don’t, we hope to better support the business

Our business strategy

development of our partners.

Simply put, there are things we’ll do and things we

We will build an open ecosystem

won’t. To start with, we won’t sell our processors

5

directly. Broadly speaking, we will provide them to

Computing has always been an open industry. No

our customers in the form of cloud services and to

single company can prop up the entire industry on its

our partners in the form of components, prioritizing

own; healthy growth requires an open ecosystem and

support for integrated solutions.

global collaboration.

We will open up hardware like AI servers, accelerator

Back in 2015 we announced our Huawei Developer

cards, and modules for our partners, giving them the

Program. Since then we have made great progress,
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We will invest US$1.5 billion in our dev program. We want to expand the
program to 5 million developers and enable our partners around the world
to develop the next generation of intelligent applications and solutions.

empowering more than 1.3 million developers and

chain, build out the Kunpeng ecosystem, and give our

14,000 ISVs around the world.

partners confidence in its growth potential.

I’d like to thank Huawei’s partners and developers for
their ongoing support.

Developing the Kunpeng
ecosystem

Moving forward we will invest another US$1.5 billion in

Right now we’re working with our partners to lay the

our dev program. We want to expand the program to

foundation for the Kunpeng ecosystem.

five million developers and better enable our partners
around the world to develop the next generation of

Working together with local governments and

intelligent applications and solutions.

partners, we’re helping different communities make
the most of their local industrial strengths by building

General purpose computing
strategy

Kunpeng innovation hubs and incubators. These hubs
will bring together partners across the ecosystem,
where we can carry out application pilots, cultivate

Next, let’s take a look at how we’ll move forward with

talent, and develop standards as a team.

this strategy, starting with general purpose computing.
So far we have set up Kunpeng innovation hubs in
General purpose computing is all about Kunpeng.

cities like Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen. We look

We will develop the Kunpeng series of processors

forward to having more partners join us across the

into the industry’s most competitive processors for

ecosystem.

general purpose computing.
Building on Kunpeng, we will invest in key technologies
and products like accelerator cards, servers, operating

AI computing: Full-stack, allscenario

systems, databases, compilers, and other tools. We will

Last year, Eric Xu announced our full-stack, all-

increase our investment to connect the whole value

scenario AI portfolio. At that time we had only

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019
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Atlas 900 packs a ton of computing power, and we
want to get it in your hands as soon as possible. So we’ve deployed
it on Huawei Cloud as a cloud service.

launched the Ascend 310 processor for inference and

faster than the previous world record.

our ModelArts application development platform.
You might think, 10 seconds, so what? But this is some
We’ve made a ton of progress in just one year. This

pretty serious stuff. Imagine it like this: A sprinter

year we released an AI processor for model training,

crosses the finish line, and has enough time to drink a

the Ascend 910. And just last month we announced

bottle of water before the second person arrives.

MindSpore, our AI computing framework. After a year
of hard work, we’ve managed to roll out our entire

Atlas 900 is a powerhouse of AI computing, and it will

portfolio. So rest assured: we’re ready to do this, and

bring new possibilities to different fields of scientific

we’d love to have you join us.

research and business innovation – anything from
astronomy to oil exploration. For models that used

I’m also excited to announce the release of a brand

to take several months to train, Atlas 900 can handle

new, heavyweight product that brings together

them in seconds.

decades of technological expertise at Huawei. The
Atlas 900.

In astronomy, we’re working with the Shanghai

Atlas 900: The world’s fastest
AI training cluster

Astronomical Observatory and Square Kilometre
Array (SKA) to process epic amounts of data. In this
field, you need as much computing power as you can
get.

The Atlas 900 is the world’s fastest AI training
cluster, combining the power of thousands of Ascend

Space exploration is incredibly important for the entire

processors.

world, and it’s clear that there are a lot of challenges
ahead.

So how fast is it? Using the ResNet-50 model,
which is industry standard for measuring AI training

Let’s take a look at how Atlas 900 can help.

performance, we put our Atlas 900 to the test. It

7

finished the entire training in less than a minute –

If we look at a map of the Southern Hemisphere, we

59.8 seconds, to be precise. This is about 10 seconds

can see more than 200,000 stars in a single image –

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019

An ocean of boundless potential
is waiting

far more than you can see with the naked eye.
Before Atlas, if an astronomer wanted to find a
celestial body with specific features in an area of sky
that big, it would take 169 days of full-time work.

Today, all industries are rushing to go digital and
artificial intelligence is all the rage. The computing

Atlas 900 can speed up this process significantly. It

industry is booming, and will only continue to

was able to scan through mountains of data to locate

grow.

and identify a specific type of star in only 10 seconds.
We’ll continue to invest. Starting with the most difficult
From 169 days to 10 seconds. It’s revolutionary. And

challenge ahead of us – making breakthroughs

this will free up scientists’ time for more important

in architecture – to developing processors, we’re

work.

going to help expand the industry and build out the

Announcing Ascend-based
Huawei Cloud EI cluster services

ecosystem.
We strongly believe that facing challenges head-on
is the only way to build our competitive strengths –

Atlas 900 packs a ton of computing power, and we

the only way to build out the market for our partners.

want to get it in your hands as soon as possible. So

We’re going to use the best technology to solve the

we’ve deployed it on Huawei Cloud as a cloud service.

world’s hardest problems and make the impossible
possible.

We’re making it available at a great discount for
universities and research institutes around the world.

This is a new age of exploration. An ocean of

If you’re interested, go ahead and apply now – we’d

boundless potential is waiting, but just one ship won’t

love to have you try it out.

cut it. So, we’ve launched a thousand ships.

We’re confident that Atlas 900 will help bring the

Let’s work together, seize this historic opportunity, and

power of AI to all industries.

advance intelligence to new heights.

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019
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The motivation for building the SKA
is to do science, to understand
things like the origin of the universe,
the origin of stars and galaxies, the
nature of gravity.
— Philip Diamond, Director-General, SKA

9
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SKA: Shooting for the stars with AI
The intergovernmental Square Kilometre Array (SKA) Observatory will be in charge of building
and operating the largest and most powerful radio telescope ever created. With a collection area
that will cover more than 1 million square meters and the first prototype elements recently rolled
out in Western Australia and South Africa, the potential for answers about the universe and its
origins will increase by orders of magnitude, with artificial intelligence likely to occupy a key role.
By Samuel Luke Winfield, Linda Xu

What can we learn?

S

discoveries such as pulsars, exoplanets, and the cosmic
microwave background.

ince the first radio signals were detected from
space by Karl Jansky in the 1930s, astronomers

SKA is set to take this to a new level. Stretching over

have used radio waves emitted from a range

dusty, flat plains across South Africa and Western

of celestial bodies and objects to explore our

Australia, SKA combines a host of different antenna

universe. These waves are invisible to the eye, but can be

technologies to map the sky hundreds of times faster

picked up and converted into images by radio telescopes

than today’s best radio astronomy facilities.

at distances of billions of light years away. Radio
astronomy has led us to some amazing astronomical

“In the SKA, the sun truly never sets”, says SKA

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019
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There’s still so much about the universe that’s a mystery, even to
astronomers...We really only have a grasp and understanding of about
4 or 5 percent of the constituents of the universe.

Director-General Philip Diamond. With 13 member

There’s still so much about the universe that’s a mystery,

countries forming the cornerstone of the SKA and

even to astronomers. According to Diamond, this is

around 100 organizations across about 20 countries

“somewhat embarrassing to us astronomers, because

participating in project design and development,

we really only have a grasp and understanding of about

Diamond believes ambitious projects like this

4 or 5 percent of the constituents of the universe.” And

can only happen when governments, engineers,

this exploration of the unknown is a major driving force

scientists, and business come together with a

behind the project. One example is a phenomenon

common goal.

known as fast radio bursts, “There are these bursts going
off all over the sky all the time, which are a millisecond or

The reasons behind the SKA could hardly be more

two in length,” explains Diamond. “It’s very powerful. We

profound, “The motivation for building the SKA is to

have no idea what’s causing them, but a telescope like

do science, to understand things like the origin of the

SKA will see thousands of these. It will be able to locate

universe, the origin of stars and galaxies, the nature

them wherever they are, and will be able to figure out

of gravity,” says Diamond. Already, radio astronomy

what they are.”

has changed scientists understanding of physics,
challenging even Einstein’s seminal theory of relativity.
Diamond says that the SKA is often referred to as a “time

11

The source of technological
innovation

machine.” When complete, SKA telescopes will be able

Radio astronomy, the field of astronomy that detects radio

to look further back in time than ever before, “We will be

emissions to look deep into the universe, may seem like

able to use radio telescopes to study hydrogen, the most

a very distant concept. In fact, many people may never

common element in the universe, all the way back to the

have even heard of radio astronomy, other than in movies

big bang,” he says. “We will be looking back in time to

like Contact . In fact, radio astronomy is much closer to

those first moments of the universe, and then watching

home than we might imagine. “It’s not well known,” says

the universe evolve, understanding how those first stars

Diamond. “But radio astronomers developed the Wi-Fi

formed, how the first galaxies formed, and why the

that we all use every day.” Wi-Fi was in fact invented by

universe looks like it does today.”

radio astronomers in Australia trying to process signals

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019

There are these bursts going off all over the sky all the time, which are a
millisecond or two in length. We have no idea what’s causing them, but a
telescope like SKA will see thousands of these. It will be able to locate them
wherever they are, and will be able to figure out what they are.

coming from black holes. This is just one example of how
each of us directly benefits from the contributions of radio
astronomy on a daily basis.

Massive datasets call for AI
A project on the scale of the SKA will no doubt face
huge technical challenges. To avoid signals being

Radio astronomy is also vital in telecommunications,

polluted by radio waves from cities and other built-

global positioning satellites, and medical imaging

up areas, arrays must be constructed in remote,

techniques. Diamond also believes much potential

inaccessible regions. This poses the first challenge:

exists for radio astronomy to contribute to data

supplying power to the hardware. “We have to

visualization, artificial intelligence, and machine

have very power-efficient hardware. So that’s one

learning.

challenge,” states Diamond.

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019
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SKA will explore the universe in
unprecedented detail, doing so hundreds of times
faster than any current facility.

The SKA is not only physically enormous: The data to be

Results from this collaboration can already be seen.

processed will be immense. SKA will explore the universe

Huawei and the Shanghai Astronomical Observatory

in unprecedented detail, doing so hundreds of times

are already applying machine learning techniques to

faster than any current facility. Its central computer alone

astronomy problems, such as pulsar searches and radio

will have the processing power of about 100 million PCs.

galaxy detection, using data generated by SKA precursor

“The raw data generated by the telescopes was about

telescopes.

six times the entire data that flows around the Internet.”
explains Diamond.

China for SKA

The data flows will be on the scale of petabits, or a

China, as a founding SKA member, is preparing to build a

million billion bits, per secon — more than the global

regional data center and is currently developing reflector

Internet rate today. About 600 PB of data will be

antennas. Due to its extreme sensitivity, a wide field of

archived during phase 1 of the project, dwarfing that of

view, ultra-fast survey speed, and super-high resolution,

Internet giants Facebook and Google. Processing such

SKA will generate a vast amount of observational data,

data is no walk in the park, and that’s where Huawei

says An Tao, head of the SKA group at the Shanghai

comes in with its supercomputing and AI capabilities.

Astronomical Observatory (SHAO). The transportation,

“With our colleagues at Shanghai Astronomical

storage, reading, writing, computing, management,

Observatory, Huawei has developed the first of what

archiving, and release of the SKA data will pose big

we call the SKA regional centers,” says Diamond. “So this

challenges to the technologies in the field of information

is a prototype, a high-performance computing system,

and computing, explains An.

utilizing AI techniques to process data for astronomers

13

far more rapidly than we’ve been able to do before.”

China’s SKA science team will work with the information,

Diamond believes that AI is crucial to quickly process

communication and computer industry to tackle the

such huge amounts of data, and that only with SKA

challenges of the SKA big data, which he says “will bring

regional centers and partners such as Huawei is it

major scientific discoveries and help promote China’s

possible to “extract the science from the SKA”.

economy.”

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019

Due to its extreme sensitivity, a wide field of view,
ultra-fast survey speed, and super-high resolution, SKA
will generate a vast amount of observational data.
— An Tao, Head of SKA Group, SHAO

Shanghai Astronomical Observatory

“When you build an enormous radio telescope, the aim

require industry, the innovation that comes from

is to gather as much information as possible, and that

industry, the techniques being developed to enable

means a lot of data,” adds Diamond. The Shanghai hub,

us to put the systems, the solutions together,

which is “leading the way”, he says, in developing data

which will sit out in the desert and then in our

processing solutions, is working with Huawei to use AI to

supercomputing centers to enable us to process

process the data.

these volumes of data. So we work intimately with
industry.”

Collaboration is key

It remains uncertain what new technologies will be
Diamond emphasizes that a project of this

born from the SKA project. What is certain is that

magnitude requires partnerships with not just

such an ambitious project will require collaboration

governments and universities – industry partners

between not just governments and universities, but

are also invaluable. “We have very bright people

also the industry partners that drive the development

in university departments who can solve some of

of the latest technologies, with AI set to be one of the

those problems,” Diamond says. “But many of them

major stars of the show.

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019
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WWF: Safeguarding
biodiversity with technology
Nature is our life-support system. From the air we breathe to the water we drink, nature
provides the essentials we rely on for our survival and well-being. These immense benefits
to humanity, estimated to be worth around US$125 trillion a year, are only possible if we
maintain a rich diversity of wildlife. To achieve this, the work of the World Wildlife Fund for
Nature (WWF) is grounded in science.
By Samuel Luke Winfield, Linda Xu

15

Spanning the scientific
spectrum

Why does biodiversity matter?

W

picture a tropical rainforest thousands of miles away,

When people think of biodiversity, they might first

WF draws on biology, hydrology,

bustling with myriad species of animals, plants, and

oceanography, and the social

insects, but this is far removed from daily life. However,

sciences to advance cutting-edge

biodiversity is the complex web of life that sustains us

conservation tools and methods,

all and none of us live in isolation from nature – it is the

connect natural and social systems, and tackle

“infrastructure” that supports all life on Earth. Protecting

emerging threats. According to Lo Sze Ping, CEO of

biodiversity isn’t just about saving animals or habitats;

WWF China, we’re currently consuming the resources

it’s about providing sustainable access to food and water.

of 1.75 planets. This, he says, is clearly unsustainable

And it’s about helping us cope with the worst effects of

and urgent action is needed.

climate change.

Biodiversity is one of the key indicators of the

Lo believes that biodiversity is closer to home than

health of the environment, and the numbers aren’t

many people are aware. “It’s not just for the beauty of it,”

looking good. For example, the number of fresh

he says. “We live on this planet, we rely on the surfaces

water species has decreased by 81% percent in the

provided by our ecosystem.” Far from being limited to

last five decades. So how can technology be used

distant tropical regions, he says biodiversity affects the

as a tool for protecting biodiversity? This is one of

very food we eat. “Think about agriculture,” continues Lo.

the questions that Lo set out to answer at HUAWEI

“For healthy agriculture and land that produces enough

CONNECT 2019.

food for all, it has to be biodiverse.”
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Mats Granryd

WWF has worked
across the planet in more
than 100 countries, promoting
awareness, for decision
makers or business leaders
or the public, about the
necessity of keeping nature
intact and healthy.
— Lo Sze Ping, CEO, WWF China
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Perspectives

Biodiversity
LPI (Living Planet Index)

1970 – 2012
•

The number of
terrestrial species
decreased by 38%.

•

The number of
freshwater species
decreased by 81%.

•

Temperate
zone
Tropical
zone

The global LPI has declined

Temperate
zone

The number of marine
species decreased by
36%.

Data source: Zoological Society of London (2014)

Promoting awareness is essential

and industry. Technology is key. “Two, three decades

A major role of WWF is to promote awareness about

significantly helped conservationists around the world.

the importance of protecting the environment. “In the

In China in particular, it helped increase understanding

last five decades,” says Lo, “WWF has worked across

the activities and distributions and changes of animals

the planet, in more than 100 countries promoting

living in the protected area.” So technology has already

awareness, for decision makers or business leaders

been helping to support conservationists for decades.

or the public, about the beauty and the necessity

And according to Lo, many of the photos we see of

of keeping nature intact and healthy.” Lo believes

pandas and tigers are actually taken by these infrared

that protecting the environment is something that

camera traps, which automatically take a photo when an

requires cooperation between the public and private

animal walks past. This is clearly far more effective and

sectors, as well as the research community. “We

efficient than requiring a human to sit and wait for one

support many companies,” highlights Lo. “We work

of these rare animals to emerge, which could potentially

with local communities in doing what they can, doing

take weeks or even months.

ago,” adds Lo, “The introduction of infrared camera traps

their best to keep our environment healthy.”

The role of technology and AI

Despite technology having already made great progress
in terms of protecting the environment, Lo believes
there’s still a lot of room for improvement such as

17

Protecting the environment is a mammoth task that

“improving the infrared trap cameras to ‘monitoring

requires more than just willingness from governments

system 2.0’ with the latest ICT technology. Think about if
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We can also use AI technology to help us differentiate and
constantly count the number and variety of birds in a particular location.
And then we can monitor the changes over time, which would really help
us to better monitor the migratory situation of birds.

the infrared trap camera transmits photos instantly to a

whales communicating with each other, and connect

monitoring center and maybe even to an application on

emotionally with the animal.” A big role of WWF is to

a mobile phone.”

spread the awareness of environmental decline, and Lo
believes that inspiring the public by using technology is

He also believes that AI has the potential to be a major
contributor. “We can also use, for example, AI technology
to help us differentiate and constantly count the number

an effective way to do this.

TECH4ALL

and variety of birds in a particular location,” continues Lo.
“And then we can monitor the changes over time, which

Huawei’s TECH4ALL project aims to expand

would really help us to better monitor the migratory

the benefits of digital technology to everyone,

situation of birds.” Other potential AI applications include

everywhere through a digital inclusion strategy that

tracing the origins of the fish that arrive on our plates,

focuses on three areas: technology, applications, and

and better locating rangers who are patrolling parks,

skills. One of the initiative’s four domains focuses on

keeping them safe as well as helping better collect data.

the environment and using innovative technologies
to help NGOs protect and conserve ecosystems.

Teaming up with Huawei

And Lo believes that TECH4ALL is a concept that
closely aligns with the values of WWF. “WWF

As well as helping to monitor and potentially protect

envisions a future where people live in harmony

wildlife, Lo believes technology is key to inspiring

with nature, so there’s a lot of similarities,” he says.

the public. “Photos and videos help to communicate

“And with TECH4ALL, the ‘ALL’ for us means the

with and inspire the public about these animals, and

planet. Humans share this finite planet and its limited

protected areas,” he says.

resources with other species.” Lo believes that
humans have a responsibility to share the planet with

“Huawei and WWF worked together in Italy recently,

all other life forms, thereby ensuring biodiversity.

capturing the sound of communication between

“And, to this end,” he says, “TECH4ALL also means

whales under water and translating them into musical

technology that ensures we have a healthy planet

notes,” states Lo. “People can listen to the music of

for future generations.”
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Telecom Egypt
Powering diversification with ICT
“We’ve achieved a lot of success so far,” says Telecom Egypt (TE) CEO and Managing Director
Adel Hamed, “But, the road ahead of us is tough.” TE has indeed thrived thanks to a diverse
retail and wholesale business portfolio underpinned by strong legacy network infrastructure,
strong market conditions, and Egypt’s geographical location as an ideal digital hub for
connecting Asia and Africa to Europe.
By Gary Maidment

N

19

evertheless, digital transformation has
changed the telco landscape, requiring
incumbents like TE to develop the agility
to stay ahead of the disruption curve and

Taking care of business on the
home front
“I keep saying that ICT is like the snowball that

OTT competitors. And that begins with strategizing

keeps rolling, consuming industries,” says Hamed.

for domestic and international business by knowing

He cites the evolution of broadcast media into

your market, understanding future industry trends,

IPTV and fintech’s impact on financial services

and developing the right partnerships to rollout a

as two key examples of how ICT is reshaping

diverse ICT-driven product and service portfolio.

industry verticals.
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We transfer around 95 percent
of the Asian Internet from
Egypt to Europe. We aim to
become the best digital hub for
Africa and Egypt.
— Adel Hamed, CEO and Managing
Director, Telecom Egypt (TE)
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Now we’re offering fixed voice and data, mobile voice and
data, and IPTV as a bundle in our Indigo Plus package. This is Egypt’s
first integrated package ever.

including WE Wallet. Supported by high-speed

IPTV

mobile broadband infrastructure, WE Wallet will
help expand economic inclusion in a nation where

Underpinned by a Huawei platform that was built

cash is king – only 10 to 15 percent of Egyptians

from scratch, TE’s IPTV offering is breaking new

currently have bank accounts.

ground as part of a bundled package under the WE
brand. “Now we’re offering fixed voice and data,

Increasing access to financial services is vital for

mobile voice and data, and IPTV as a bundle in

socioeconomic development as it accelerates

our Indigo Plus package,” Hamed explains. “This is

job creation, reduces the vulnerability to financial

Egypt’s first integrated package ever.” Underpinned

shocks common to lower income groups,

by Huawei’s BSS, WE branded products are also

and boosts investment in human capital. As a

encouraging the development of the postpaid

government-owned enterprise, many of TE’s

market, which in turn reduces the customer churn

domestic products aren’t just good business

often seen in prepaid markets.

– they also position ICT as a catalyst for the
digital transformation of industry verticals and

TE’s retail products and branding strategy also
respond to the greater economic prosperity and
falling unemployment that are helping to fuel a

Education, e-health & e-governance

burgeoning demand for data, especially among

“We connected 2,500 schools in two months by fiber,

young people. With a population growth rate of 2

in preparation for transforming education,” says

million people per year, each new crop of market

Hamed. “Think about the number of schools in Egypt

entrants presents huge opportunities for new data

– 27,000. Secondary schools will have a different

services.

type of education, like automated exams on tablets.
And think about e-health and e-governance.” TE has

Fintech

21

socioeconomic development.

already completed a government pilot in Port Said,

In the financial services field, TE has teamed up

Hamed explains, connecting 700 government buildings,

with Banque Misr to launch fintech solutions,

including hospitals and police stations, and facilitating
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In partnership with Huawei, we’ve completed many network
enhancements – we have its 200G card operating in our network,
and we’re planning to deploy Huawei’s 400G card.

173 government services for citizens over TE’s network.

stage. Operating a total of 17 submarine cables,

“And this will be followed by another 27 government

including the recently completed cable running from

nets inside Egypt over 18 months,” he adds.

China and Europe through Cairo via the Red Sea, TE
is helping Egypt develop into an international digital

To support the services that will help realize

corridor connecting Asia and Africa to Europe. “We

TE’s strategy of becoming an ICT provider, the

transfer around 95 percent of the Asian Internet

operator’s major fixed network expansion involves

from Egypt to Europe,” says Hamed, helping to

deploying FTTH on all greenfield sites, with a

realize TE’s overarching strategy of “becoming the

million links planned for next year that will cover

best digital hub for Africa and Egypt.”

15 percent of its subscriber base. In the same
timeframe, TE also plans to increase the number of

Doing so will involve adding value to data and

MSAN cabinets from 23,000 to 34,000.

services, which TE plans to achieve with its nascent
international data center business and content

“In partnership with Huawei, we’ve completed

partnerships with major players like Microsoft.

many network enhancements – we have its 200G
card operating in our network, and we’re planning

With expansive domestic and international strategies

to deploy Huawei’s 400G card.”

and the blend of opportunities and challenges
presented by digital transformation, partnerships

On the mobile side, 4G is speeding over the

are a big part of moving forward for TE. Hamed

horizon. TE has been granted a 4G license, and

believes that collaboration with Huawei transcends

Hamed notes that TE “will be the only operator in

the normal vendor-operator relationship that’s

Egypt that will backhaul all sites with fiber.”

based on supply, and is instead built on establishing
trust and growing together, “Huawei is different in

Beyond borders

mindset, in its preparation for the future, not only
the near future but also the far future.”

Egypt’s favorable location lends itself well to a
strong position on the international connectivity

And that future is one best walked together.
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Ascending to new heights
with Huawei Cloud AI
On the third day of HUAWEI CONNECT 2019, Huawei officially released its Huawei Developer Program
2.0 program, backed by an investment of US$1.5 billion. Designed to cultivate the skills of 5 million
developers worldwide over the next five years, the program will help develop an inclusive computing
industry ecosystem for enterprises and individual developers. In addition, Huawei released its first
Ascend AI and Kunpeng Developer Kit tutorials.
By Patrick Zhang, CTO, Cloud & AI Products & Services, Huawei

Developers can make the
impossible possible

T
23

something we’re already actively involved in. The
NGO Rainforest Connection uses upcycled Huawei
phones to record the sounds of chainsaws, cars,

his summer’s Amazon forest fires

and animals. RFCx uses big data analytics and

prompted deeper questions about how we

AI processing on Huawei Cloud to listen to the

can protect rainforests from deforestation

rainforest and detect logging and poaching events in

and maintain animals’ habitats. This is

real time. They save the rainforest by listening.
William Xu
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Huawei’s Kunpeng and Ascend’s
dual-engine cores provide
developers with extensive
access to the strongest available
universal computing power.

Another environmental impact that we face is

strongest available universal computing power. The

desertification. East China University is using machine

open computing power covers operating systems to

learning so robots can recognize and avoid the

databases, compilers to development tools, and AI

vegetation and obstacles in the desert. They’re able

operators to AI development platforms. We believe

to dig holes, plant saplings, and water plants, greatly

that the openness of the computing power source

improving the survival rate of vegetation.

is the only way to ensure a reliable developer
ecosystem.

ABB’s “super scavenger” robots have made sorting
garbage for recycling easier than ever, continuously
learning, becoming smarter, and improving
classification accuracy and efficiency.

A new-gen, open AI platform for
basic software and hardware
At the 2019 World Artificial Intelligence Conference,

The capabilities of AI are increasing exponentially. In

the Ministry of Science and Technology of China

the Digital China Innovation Contest, students from

announced that Huawei would take a key role in

South China University of Technology used ModelArts

building a new-generation open AI platform for basic

to train AI to decipher ancient Chinese script,

software and hardware. The platform optimizes the

achieving an accuracy rate of more than 98 percent.

entire stack based on Huawei in-house chips, boards,

Dual engines provide
developers with endless power

basic operator libraries, and basic framework, and
provides full-process and open platform services. It
enables application innovation in cloud, edge, and
device scenarios, enabling research institutes to run

Huawei Kunpeng and Ascend’s dual-engine cores

more rigorous research and to build their own open

provide developers with extensive access to the

AI applications and systems.
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In the future, computing and intelligence will be pervasive.
To ensure developers have the skillset to deploy cloud services in all
scenarios by simply developing software once, Huawei has developed
a solution that covers all device, edge, and cloud scenarios.

Huawei FusionPlant was
selected as a key industrial
Internet platform in 2019

computing architectures are different. Although it’s easy
to perform using instruction translation, this can account
for a performance loss of up to 40 percent.
Huawei Cloud provides the Kunpeng native Cloud

This year, China’s Ministry of Industry and Information

Phone Solution, which enables the same instruction

Technology released a list of industrial Internet

set to run on cloud and devices. When Android apps

platforms across a range of industries and sectors,

are cloudified, performance is unaffected. Currently,

and selected Huawei FusionPlant industrial Internet

Cocos and other game platforms use Huawei

platform as the key product. Leveraging Huawei’s

Kunpeng cloud services to run their Android game

30 years of ICT technology and manufacturing

apps, providing a smoother game experience for users

experience, this platform is designed to be open and

and eliminating the need for high-configuration smart

shared. Based on Huawei Cloud Kunpeng computing,

devices. Huawei Cloud Phone accelerates the R&D of

AI, and IoT technologies, the Huawei FusionPlant

Huawei’s new mobile phone products. The Kunpeng

platform works with industry partners to help

cloud test platform replaces real mobile phones, and

enterprises transform to the cloud and the platform,

80 percent of test cases are automatically completed,

and implement network-based, digital, and intelligent

doubling test regression efficiency.

services that are higher quality, lower cost, and higher
efficiency.

Homogeneous device-cloud
supercharges massive mobile
apps to the cloud

25

Kunpeng encryption and
decryption engines improve
the HTTPS performance of web
applications
But, how can we improve encryption and decryption

In the 5G era, massive volumes of mobile intelligent

performance while maintaining security? x86 servers

apps are migrating from the device side to the cloud.

use PCIe encryption cards for acceleration, whereas

Applications that are migrated to x86 servers may

Kunpeng CPUs use built-in encryption and decryption

need code conversion because the cloud and device

engines that interconnect through on-chip buses. The
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HTTPS short connection performance of Jingdong

containers that have the same architecture as cloud

Digital Technology web applications running the

Kubernetes on the edge nodes.

Kunpeng CPUs is increased by 45 percent.
• The device-edge-cloud intelligent computing is

Develop once and deploy
everywhere for pervasive
intelligent computing

based on the unified Da Vinci architecture. The
models for cloud and edge training are adjustable.
Device-edge-cloud computing synergy has been widely

In the future, computing and intelligence will be

used in smart finance, smart retail, smart grid, and

pervasive. To ensure developers have the skillset

highway tolling scenarios.

to deploy cloud services in all scenarios by simply
developing software once, Huawei has developed
a solution that covers all device, edge, and cloud
scenarios. This solution allows developers to perform

Migrating existing software
from x86 to Kunpeng

one-off development for full-scenario deployment,

For software developed in interpreted languages such as

meaning all the benefits at a fraction of the cost and

Java and Python, users only need to install and run ARM

labor requirements.

JVM without modifying the source code of software.
For C/C++ and Go software, the Kunpeng compiler can

• The solution provides unified running environment

recompile the software or modify code as performance

and instruction sets, and supports Kunpeng general

improves after tuning. For software developed in the

computing and Ascend AI computing on devices,

assembly languages, you need to rewrite the software.

edges, and cloud.

Software without code can be transplanted through
instruction translation.

• Huawei is a key contributor to the open source
community KubeEdge and can run lightweight

Huawei Kunpeng Developer Kit
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To easily and efficiently develop on or migrate software

DevCloud also provides a visualized and customizable

to the Kunpeng computing platform, Huawei has

automatic delivery pipeline to help developers

released the Kunpeng Developer Kit, which consists of

streamline the entire process covering requirements,

Compiler Collection and the tool trio of Dependency

development and testing, building, and deployment,

Advisor, Porting Advisor, and Tuning Kit.

significantly shortening the software delivery period.

Software development
platform for Kunpeng
developers

Many of Huawei’s open source programs are hosted
on DevCloud’s CodeHub. This platform is inclusive and
transparent, and open to all who wish to participate
in open source programs and build a joint Kunpeng

Huawei Cloud DevCloud provides developers with
software development tools for the entire lifecycle,
facilitating software based on the Kunpeng computing

ecosystem.

Inclusive AI for developers

platform designed for cloud.
While AI technologies are in abundance, they’re often
The Compiler Collection is integrated into DevCloud.

difficult to manage, there aren’t enough experts to

Developers can use DevCloud to compile software

manage them, and computing power is scarce and

that can run on the Kunpeng platform. During

expensive. In response, Huawei built an easy-to-

compilation, DevCloud can automatically obtain the

use, affordable, and inclusive AI for developers, from

latest software packages and dependency libraries

beginner level to expert, with full service support.

from Huawei Mirrors. After compilation is complete,

27

developers can use DevCloud to automatically deploy

For AI beginners who lack AI development experience,

software on cloud services such as Huawei Cloud

the automatic learning technology of ModelArts

Kunpeng ECS or Kunpeng Container.

enables them to complete development in three
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The world’s fastest AI training cluster Atlas 900 can be widely used in
scientific research and business innovation, because it enables researchers to
quickly train AI models using image and audio data.

steps. For example:

The world’s fastest AI training cluster, Atlas 900, can
be widely used in scientific research and business

• Upload an image confirming workers are wearing
safety helmets, and upload and label the image

innovation, because it enables researchers to quickly
train AI models using image and audio data.

data to the training dataset
If the preconfigured standard operator libraries
• Start AI model training with just one click. The system

provided by the framework cannot meet

automatically selects the network structure and

requirements during neural network modeling,

generates a model through training.

experienced AI personnel can use the TBE tensor
acceleration engine in Ascend to customize new

• After the training is complete, deploy the model. The

operators. These include operator calculation logic

model runs and provides services. Upload an image,

compilation, data shape segmentation, data flow

and the system will tell you whether the worker is

rules, memory allocation, and the allocation of

wearing a safety helmet.

computing units such as matrices and vectors.

To help AI engineers develop high-performance AI

With efficient operator development, AI experts

applications, Ascend provides a Huawei-developed

can flexibly and quickly innovate AI technologies

Mindspore computing framework. This supports

and explore scientific research, create new neural

mainstream frameworks such as TensorFlow and

networks, and tailor AI frameworks to specific fields.

PyTorch, and provides rich operator libraries and
model algorithms for different service requirements.

Huawei Developer Program 2.0

To improve computing efficiency, you can adjust
the I/O channel of the convolution operator Conv

At the first Huawei Developer Conference in 2015,

and the concatenation operator Concat, or select

Huawei released the Huawei Developer Program. This

the fusion operators (Conv+Bn+Scale+Relu). You

program would go on to invest nearly US$1 billion in five

can also optimize the size of the feature maps

years to provide developers with a suitable environment

and steps, and optimize the hyperparameter

to innovate technologies and businesses based on

configuration.

Huawei’s open-source products and services.
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Today, we have 1.3 million registered developers and over 14,000
enterprise partners, who we work with to innovate products and solutions
and jointly create value for customers.

• In the past five years, we’ve shared capabilities on

source computing ecosystem. We will gradually

Huawei’s ICT products, IT products, cloud services,

establish a wider open source community covering

Ascend AI computing, and Kunpeng computing.

operating systems, databases, product services,
and development tool chains.

• Twenty-one OpenLabs have been established
around the world.

• We plan to build a training system comprising
Huawei Cloud online communities, offline

• Developer Community and the Huawei Cloud Academy

OpenLabs, and DevRun developer salons in cities,

have been set up on the Huawei official website and

and even on-site tailor-made services. Developers

Huawei Cloud official website, respectively.

and other ecosystem partners will have full access
to Huawei’s extensive system support.

• Summits, technical salons, and developer contests
are held offline every month.

• We will establish more pragmatic industry
alliances that together with improved standards,

• Huawei technical certification and talent certification
are available every day.

will jointly expand markets. We plan to promote
the development of industry standards,
specifications, show cases, and technical

Today, we have 1.3 million registered developers and

certification systems.

over 14,000 enterprise partners, who we work with
to innovate products and solutions and jointly create
value for customers.

• We will build an application ecosystem by industry
and build an industry ecosystem within regions.

In the next five years, Huawei plans to use Huawei

• We will further collaborate with education and

Developer Program 2.0 to cover the following five

scientific research institutes to ensure that new

dimensions:

generations of students become proficient in
Kunpeng and Ascend computing technologies. We

• In terms of products, we will focus on two core
processors, Kunpeng and Ascend, to build an open
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also plan to conduct research with research institutes
to enhance computing power.
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Huawei Developer Program 2.0 will optimize our processes,
communities, and resource configuration based on the LEADS concept:
Lab as a Service, End-to-End, Agile, Dedicated, and Social.

We’re planning to release a series of books on

Huawei Developer Program 2.0 classifies

Huawei’s intelligent computing technologies for

developers into four types: individual, universities

college students as optional tutorials. These include

and institutes, startups, and partners. Huawei

the Kunpeng processor, Ascend AI processor,

provides tailored training support plans for each

and cloud native software development method

type. For example, schools that work with us will

tutorials.

enjoy free learning cash coupons and preferential
equipment support.

We’ve also officially released the first textbook for
Ascend AI tutorials.

Huawei Developer Program 2.0 provides multiple
support resources, including Kunpeng development

Huawei Developer Program 2.0 will optimize our

samples, Ascend training cards, OpenLabs, training

processes, communities, and resource configuration

and certification services, technical support for ISV

based on the LEADS concept: Lab as a Service, End-

application migration, Huawei FAE development

to-End, Agile, Dedicated, and Social. This concept will

support services, and showcase support, as well as

act as the understanding, learning, building, and go-to-

contests, cloud service cash coupons, and other ISV

market of new development processes. The concept

marketing activities.

is designed to help developers harness new skills and
develop their solutions more efficiently on Huawei’s

Huawei will also use DevRun developer salons,

platform.

industry connection meetings, Huawei Cloud
Marketplace, industry innovation centers,

We will also set up three types of funds: the

DeveloperWorks, and other marketing activities,

learning development fund (LGF), product

to build a diverse, dynamic, and symbiotic

development fund (PDF), and marketing

ecosystem for connecting new customers and

development fund (MDF). These cover the three

partner resources. Every developer that has joined

phases of developer learning, product building, and

Huawei’s ecosystem platform will be able to access

product go-to-market. In every step and stage of

the latest and greatest technologies, and also find

developer development, Huawei will provide the

business opportunities to make the impossible

support when needed.

possible.
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AICTO: Ensuring equal ICT
development across the Arab League
The Arab Information Communications Technology Organization (AICTO) is a regional
government agency that falls under the umbrella of the Arab League, with all AICTO members
also members of the Arab League. Established in January 2008 and headquartered in Tunis,
AICTO is responsible for strategic planning and cooperation, developing talent, and coordinating
policies for ICT across the Arab League nations.
By Gary Maidment

E

ach year, AICTO runs regional forums,
summits, and training programs with key
industry organizations like ITU, UNESCO, 3GPP,
and Beidou Satellite Office. Mostly recently,

AICTO took the lead in hosting the Arab ICT Summit,
the Arab African PKI Forum, Digital Strategies & New
Challenges Agenda, and the China-BeiDou Satellite
Forum. We spoke to AICTO Secretary-General
Mohamed Ben Amor about the organization’s current
strategies and how Huawei is involved.
WinWin: What is the role of AICTO in the Arab region?
Mohamed Ben Amor: The Arab AICTO organization
represents the league of Arab states. It’s an organization
for ensuring ICT development across the Arab region
and our mission is to develop the ICT sector for all
countries in this region. The region is composed of three
levels of development: We have the Arab Gulf countries.
And then we have the middle zone, which is Tunisia,
Egypt, and Lebanon. And then there’s the third region,
which is composed mainly of less developed countries,
like Palestine and Mauritania. So, our strategy is to
achieve balanced development in the ICT sector using

Ben Amor

the know-how of the mid-developed regions like Tunisia,
which has very developed human resources, and the
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The BSG program was set up under the mainframe of
our strategy, which is based on four Ds: Digital Inclusion, Digital Trust,
Digital Innovation, and Digital Transformation.

funding of the Gulf countries. And we aim to particularly

Arab region, because new technologies are needed, and

benefit the third region, which is less developed.

dissemination isn’t as fast as the technology is developing
in these domains. In the Arab nations, we’re planning to

It’s our mission to balance the level of development

make our human resources more adaptable and ready

between all countries and to help those which are less

to use emerging technologies, because of the importance

developed using human resources and the economic

these technologies have for socioeconomic development.

potential of the most developed countries.
WinWin: What are your expectations of Huawei moving
WinWin: What progress has been made with Bridging

forward?

the Standardization Gap (BSG)?
Ben Amor: Both of us are working towards making the
Ben Amor: The BSG program was set up under the

life of people in the world better using technology, with us

mainframe of our strategy, which is based on four Ds:

focusing on the Arab nations. The level of advancement

Digital Inclusion, Digital Trust, Digital Innovation, and

reached by Huawei has put it in pole position to help my

Digital Transformation. And this program [BSG] comes

organization reach its goal: to make the life of the Arab

under the pillar of Digital Inclusion, which means no

citizen better and better using technology. And Huawei

one should be left behind. We’re working with the

brings with it a great capacity for technology transformation,

International Telecommunication Union to disseminate

respecting the environment by providing green technology,

standardization in the Arab world.

and respecting human rights and the privacy of citizens.

When we have a good appreciation of standardization,

WinWin: What benefits can Huawei bring AICTO?

we can develop the sector more easily. So this program
is well advanced: We held two forums in the Arab nations

Ben Amor: I’ve seen Huawei develop over 20 years, and

to disseminate standardization and we’re very happy with

it’s one of the fastest developments I’ve ever seen in this

the results that we’ve achieved with this program.

sector. So Huawei has come a long way in developing
the best products and we’re very happy with that. Today,

WinWin: Is the shortage of ICT talent a pressing issue

one of the key trends is the fourth industrial revolution,

in the Arab region?

and I think that Huawei is one of the pioneers making this
revolution a reality with its large variety of equipment

Ben Amor: It’s a concern for the whole world, not just the

and solutions that today is offered to all citizens.
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Safeguarding rainforests

with AI

Every year deforestation leads to 50,000 species going extinct and, if current trends continue
unchecked, the Earth’s rainforests could disappear within 40 years. Here’s how one NGO is using
upcycled smartphones and artificial intelligence to stop illegal logging and protect species’ habitats.
By Xing Jingfan
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T

ropical rainforests are the “lungs

The idea first came to White a few years ago

of the planet”, absorbing about 30

when he was volunteering to protect gibbons in

percent of the world’s carbon dioxide

Indonesia. He became keenly aware that, lacking

and helping to alleviate global

an effective method, relying on manpower alone

warming. They’re also home to more than half

to discover and prevent logging is extremely

of animal and plant species in the world and are

time-consuming and ineffective. So, he began to

vital to maintaining biodiversity. But due to illegal

upcycle old Huawei phones, turning them into

logging, more than half of the world’s rainforest

solar-powered rainforest monitoring devices.

areas have already been lost. They once covered
more than 14 percent of the Earth’s land surface,

The devices, called ‘Guardians’, are deployed in

but now only account for 6 percent. Studies show

rainforests and collect environmental sounds in

that deforestation is the source of approximately

real time. They can operate nonstop for at least

one-fifth of the world’s carbon emissions. Every

two years in the extreme environments of high

year deforestation leads to 50,000 species going

temperatures, high humidity, and heavy rain.

extinct. And if it continues, rainforests could

When illegal logging is discovered, local forest

disappear in the next 40 years.

rangers are alerted, helping them search more

AI leaves poachers nowhere
to hide

quickly and effectively.
Due to the challenges of managing a huge amount
of data and optimizing the algorithms, RFCx

Rainforest Connection (RFCx) is a non-profit

needed systematic technical support to upgrade

organization founded in 2014 by ITER physicist and

the solution. So the NGO teamed up with Huawei

software engineer Topher White. It runs projects

to develop a fully integrated intelligent ecosystem,

in the US, Peru, Brazil, Costa Rica, Romania, Bolivia,

including collection equipment, storage services,

Indonesia, Ecuador, Cameroon, and South Africa,

and intelligent analysis.

among other countries. RFCx works to prevent
illegal logging using recycled mobile phones and

A number of challenges had to be overcome.

conserve tropical rainforest ecosystems.

The first was how to collect and transmit audio
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Illegal logging in Costa Rica not only leads to the destruction
of precious virgin rainforest, but also threatens the survival
of endangered species such as spider monkeys.

data in a continuous and stable way in a high-

audio data from mosquitos. After repeated

temperature, high-humidity environment with

testing and refining, the latest model can detect

no fixed power supply, and then store and

96 percent of chainsaw events.

manage the huge and growing amount of data
on a back-end platform. The second was that

According to RFCx’s chief operating officer

a high-precision recognition algorithm was

Bourhan Yassin, “Using a high-precision model

needed for real-time, rapid analysis and the

will significantly reduce the false positive rate

precise recognition of the complex data from

and eliminate ineffective deployment of forest

the rainforest, so that the location of any logging

rangers.” Costa Rican rangers spend a lot of

could be accurately determined and sent to

time and effort patrolling all corners of the

forest rangers.

rainforest daily to prevent illegal logging. A local
ranger, Juan, says that he now walks a smaller

Based on RFCx’s original chainsaw monitoring

area every day but can protect a wider swathe

model, Huawei harnessed its advanced AI

of land. As the model continues to be improved

service, HUAWEI CLOUD AI, and ModelArts

and optimized, fewer and fewer false alarms are

tools to develop an intelligent algorithm model

generated.

that could more accurately identify chainsaw
and logging truck sounds. And by applying the
model in the actual environment, the accuracy
could be constantly refined.

Using AI to understand
animal communication
Illegal logging in Costa Rica not only leads to the

35

At the beginning of the project, RFCx reported

destruction of precious virgin rainforest, but also

that the buzzing of mosquitos was often being

threatens the survival of endangered species such

misreported as chainsaws. In fact, it was difficult

as spider monkeys. These rare monkeys play an

for the human ear to distinguish between the

important role in maintaining the ecosystem of

two sounds. In response to the false positive

the Costa Rican rainforest – they’re highly efficient

data, Huawei began to retrain the model with

seed dispersers that help trees to multiply by
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spreading seeds throughout the forest.

spider monkeys and as few people have heard
them, there was a lack of learning samples for

But to protect something, you first need to find it.

the AI model. Second, spider monkeys have

Locating spider monkeys in the vast rainforest is

a call that varies in duration and their calls

incredibly difficult. RFCx biologist Ruth has been

can be subdivided into three unique types.

tracking signs of spider monkeys for a year,

Moreover, the number of samples for each

often spending entire days doing so. It’s very

type varied.

difficult to improve the efficiency of her work,
she says, and a day of tracking primates leaves

To solve these problems, the HUAWEI

her exhausted.

CLOUD AI technical team superimposed
the small number of samples they had over

To develop a more efficient way of conserving

environmental sounds from the rainforest

the spider monkeys, Huawei is helping RFCx

to generate a large number of data points

build an intelligent model that detects and

that were close to the actual environment,

analyzes their sounds. It can identify the

mitigating the lack of samples. Then, the team

sounds using AI and send precise positioning

looked at the dimensions of time division and

information in real time. The model provides

number of frequency features. They reduced

information about the primates’ whereabouts

the detection window of the model from 1

and emotional state, helping RFCx to understand

second to 500 milliseconds and increased the

their living habits and conditions so that

number of frequency features from 40 to 96.

forest rangers and biologists can protect the

These adjustments greatly improved the model

endangered species better.

detection accuracy.

In the early stages of the project, there were a

Meanwhile, to help AI engineers optimize and

number of challenges in getting the AI model

train the spider monkey model, a Huawei team

to identify spider monkey sounds. First, the

member accurately marked the start and end

RFCx provided too few sound samples of

time of spider monkey sounds from the audio
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Through their collaboration, Huawei and RFCx expect
to protect 6,000 square kilometers of rainforest and 4
billion trees by 2020, reducing carbon dioxide emissions
by 300 million tons.

collected from the rainforest. Huawei’s animal

the animals, and build distribution maps of their

language translator described her role as the

habitats.”

“AI model breeder”, because the sound data
she labelled helped the AI model to identify and

When an earthquake struck the Costa Rica Osa

learn more accurately.

Peninsula at 23:23 (local time) on June 25, 2019,
the AI sound model accurately picked up the

The chainsaw monitoring model and the spider

spider monkeys making abnormal sounds in the

monkey sound model have been deployed

middle of the night after the earthquake.

separately in a number of countries and regions.
Together, RFCx and Huawei have protected
over 2,000 square kilometers of rainforest.
Although data feedback on the recall of the

Upgrading ecological
protection with AI

spider monkey model is not yet available, the

Through their collaboration, Huawei and RFCx

response of the local team has been very

expect to protect 6,000 square kilometers of

positive. Ruth has been able to create a map

rainforest and 4 billion trees by 2020, reducing

of spider monkeys based on the data analysis

carbon dioxide emissions by 300 million tons. At

to accurately predict their activity. By better

the same time, 450 years’ worth of audio data

understanding their behavior patterns, she can

will be collected to help us better understand

improve her research and conservation efforts.

the rainforest and conserve rainforest
biodiversity.

Jenna Lawson, a PhD researcher at Imperial

37

College London, said, “AI allows me to train

With the help of AI, forest rangers and biologists

a machine, to train an algorithm to detect the

in remote regions are no longer alone in their

species I’m researching. At the moment, I am

fight to safeguard the world’s rainforests. We

collecting 200,000 hours of data. It would take

look forward to working with more partners to

me 60 years every single day to do the analysis

achieve tremendous progress through small

on my own, if I wanted to listen to it. Without AI,

actions, bring digital technology to everyone,

we can’t analyze these large data sets. We will

everywhere, and build a fully connected,

then use that data to find the different calls of

intelligent world with technology.
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On the road to digital skills with

DigiTruck

According to analysis by the United Nations (UN), digital technology is developing faster than
any other innovation in human history. But the benefits it brings aren’t being felt by everyone,
not least because many people lack the skills to access the online world. With the right
partnerships and approach, however, this is starting to change.
By Mi Xueping
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A recent World Bank report points out that due to the rapid
development of the global digital economy, 230 million jobs
in [sub-Saharan Africa] will require digital skills by 2030.

I

n just 20 years, digital technology has

in the region will require digital skills by 2030.

impacted approximately 50 percent of

This sits in stark contrast to the widespread

the population of developing countries,

lack of digital skills in the region. Even in

transforming social conditions. But those

Kenya, where ICT infrastructure is better, less

without Internet access are unable to enjoy the

than 50 percent of people use the Internet,

benefits of the digital era and have fallen even

even though 3G and 4G networks cover 80

further behind. Two factors have contributed

percent of the population. The reason for this

to their predicament: a lack of network

is not just because over 75 percent of Kenyans

coverage and a lack of digital skills. According

live in rural and remote areas without a stable

to a Global System for Mobile Communications

power supply, it’s also because many don’t

(GSMA) report, 10 percent of the world live

realize the economic value of digital skills and

in places that still do not have broadband

have never even used a smartphone or gone

network coverage, but 43 percent of people

online.

are still not connected even though they have
network coverage.
Mastering digital skills is key to helping people

39

Change starts with a
truck

work more efficiently and making life more

To help Kenyans improve their digital

convenient. In addition to the availability of

awareness and digital skills, Huawei set up

the technology itself, obtaining digital skills

a DigiTruck digital mobile classroom, in

is also extremely important and is becoming

partnership with the Belgian nonprofit Close

more so with each passing day. In sub-Saharan

the Gap, the United Nations Educational,

Africa for example, a recent World Bank report

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),

points out that due to the rapid development

GSMA, Computers for Schools Kenya (CFSK),

of the global digital economy, 230 million jobs

and the Kenyan operator Safaricom. The
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project will provide digital empowerment for

home, and organization. We launched the

remote and rural areas.

DigiTruck project after learning some people
in Kenya needed help. It’s the latest effort

The DigiTruck project seeks to:

in Huawei’s TECH4ALL initiative to promote
equal access to high-quality education.”

• Improve teachers’ digital skills and their
ability to apply ICT skills in their teaching.

In fact, there are a number of different
DigiTruck projects in Africa initiated by

• Help young people to master digital skills

Close the Gap and its partners. “Their aim,”

needed for employment.

explains Oliver Vanden Eynde, CEO of Close
the Gap Kenya, “is to harness technology

• Provide basic digital skills training for

to help achieve a level playing field and

people who have never been online.

create opportunities for people in adverse
circumstances or remote, poverty-stricken

• Promote reading and self-learning using

areas.”

digital content.
The first few DigiTrucks have brought
• Ensure those without Internet access, such

tangible change. They have helped Teresia,

as displaced people, refugees, and the rural

who has just started university, to get the

poor, can get online.

same start as her peers and no longer
feel isolated from the world. They have

Speaking about the project, Executive

allowed farmer Daniel to sell his agricultural

Vice President of the Huawei Kenya

products online, making life much better

Representative Office, Adam Lane, says, “Our

and helping him to afford his son’s school

mission is to bring digital to every person,

fees more easily. And they have also helped
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DigiTruck is a converted container that has been
converted into a mobile digital classroom...students can
use smartphones and laptops to learn Internet skills.

housewife and keen cook Agnes to learn the

far, go together.” Huawei’s DigiTruck and the

basics of store management through online

entire digital inclusion program depend on

tutorials, helping her achieve her dream of

the extensive support and assistance of our

opening a cake shop. Now Huawei has taken

partners.

up the baton to give hope to more Kenyans
like Teresia, Daniel, and Agnes.

At HUAWEI CONNECT 2019, Huawei and
UNESCO Regional Office for Eastern Africa

Huawei’s DigiTruck is a converted container

signed an MoU and announced that they

that has been converted into a mobile

would collaborate to promote digital skills

digital classroom. Inside the 12-meter-long

and artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities in

compartment, a digital space with smart

Africa to help the UN achieve its Sustainable

devices like laptops, LED screens, virtual reality

Development Goals (SDGs) faster. The

(VR) headsets, smartphones, and routers has

partnership will focus on the following

been set up. Onboard the truck, students can

areas:

use the smartphones and laptops to learn
Internet skills thanks to ubiquitous wireless

• Help improve digital skills among teachers

broadband access. The VR equipment on the

and young people and explore how to

truck also allows more innovative educational

use AI and cloud computing to solve

tools to be incorporated into the classroom.

problems in education, science, culture

The entire truck is solar-powered, so that

and communication, and address current

classes can be held even in remote areas

sustainability challenges in order to

without electricity.

transform African society.

To go far, go together

• Integrate AI into ICT skills certification
and training programs in universities and

41

As the old African proverb goes, “If you

technical training institutions in Eastern

want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go

Africa.
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• Establish mechanisms and organize forums,

is an excellent partner for us, not only in

involving policymakers, technicians, and AI

expanding digital skills to those in remote

experts to provide effective solutions for

areas but also in the use of technology

sustainable development.

to improve education where they have
extensive experience and expertise. We are

• Promote local development and help

delighted to be working with them and hope

refugees, internally displaced people, and

to expand the relationship in the future.”

other groups that lack social services to
acquire the knowledge and skills needed

He added, “Huawei is fully committed to

to live fulfilling lives.

the TECH4ALL initiative and recognizes the
importance of working with partners. Only

At the signing ceremony, the Director of

through broad-ranging cooperation can we

UNESCO Regional Office for Eastern Africa,

achieve wide-scale and sustainable impact.

Ann Therese Ndong-Jatta, underlined the

UNESCO is an excellent partner for us,

importance of establishing digital skills in

not only in expanding digital skills to those

Africa and the tremendous opportunity for

in remote areas, but also in harnessing

digital technology to improve the quality

technology to improve education, where

and availability of education.

they have extensive experience. We are
delighted to be working with them and

Tao Jingwen, The Chairman of Huawei’s

hope to explore further possibilities for

Corporate Sustainable Development

collaboration.”

Committee, said at the signing, “Huawei is
not only fully committed to this initiative but

Going forward, Huawei hopes to work with more

recognizes the importance of collaboration

partners, including enterprises, governments,

with partners in order to implement this

and NGOs, to solve social issues across a

ambitious program and achieve wide-

broader scope and work towards building a fully

scale and sustainable impact. UNESCO

connected, intelligent world.
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TrackAI

Stopping blindness in its tracks
Every day, 11,000 babies are born with a visual impairment and, according to World Health
Organization estimates, around 19 million children in the world have a visual impairment. Early
diagnosis is essential for these children. With timely intervention, 70 to 80 percent of all cases are
preventable or curable. However, diagnosing children can be difficult because they can’t articulate
what’s wrong with them. Now, AI is making early diagnosis a very real possibility.
By Zhang Ruonan
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M

ost eye diseases occur in

ophthalmologists are not qualified to give

the first five years of life.

specialist tests for eye diseases. And once a

Unfortunately, a lack of parental

patient is transferred to a specialist, the waiting

knowledge and awareness

time can be as long as three months to half a
year.

leads to many children missing the optimum
diagnosis period. Only a third of children with

TrackAI: Creating value
with on-device AI

an eye disease receive early treatment. Most
children remain undiagnosed for months or
years, which affects their eyesight, educational
opportunities, and development. In low- and

To tackle the lack of eye doctors and difficulty

middle-income countries, going blind can be a

of diagnosing eye diseases in children, the

deadly threat for some children.

Spanish medical research institute, IIS Aragon,
and the startup DIVE Medical have been

Traditionally it has largely fallen to professional

developing a new type of medical device

ophthalmologists to detect eye diseases in

named DIVE (Device for an Integral Visual

children. To diagnose their condition the doctor

Examination). The partners have designed it to

will attract the child’s attention by moving their

provide automatic, high-speed, and accurate

finger or an instrument and then observe the

visual function testing for children and infants

child’s reaction.

as young as 6 months old.

However, in many developing nations,

At the start of 2019, Huawei teamed up with IIS

professional ophthalmologists are in extremely

Aragon and DIVE Medical to jointly launch the

short supply. In developed countries,

TrackAI project. It will make use of Huawei smart

rigorous referral systems mean that ordinary

devices and AI to save more children from eye
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The system can display visual stimuli on the
screen and track the child’s focus with an eye tracker.
It can also learn the differences between children
with and without an eye disease.

diseases. TrackAI’s complete detection system

results makes it easier for non-specialist

consists of the DIVE device, a Huawei P30 mobile

pediatric ophthalmologists to interpret visual

phone, and a Huawei MateBook E tablet.

assessments and identify which children have
visual impairments.

The system can display visual stimuli on the
screen and track the child’s focus with an

The co-founder of DIVE Medical, Victoria

eye tracker. It can also learn the differences

Pueyo said, “As researchers, we need the

between children with and without an eye

support of technology companies. Huawei

disease.

is helping us to globalize DIVE’s impact
and bring technology to every corner of the

During the test, the patient watches the stimuli

world.”

displayed on the MateBook E screen. The
DIVE tracks the movement and reaction of the

At present, a number of medical institutes in

patient’s gaze in real time and then sends the

China, Spain, Vietnam, Mexico, and Russia have

data to the Huawei P30.

started the data collection phase required to
train the AI algorithm, with gaze data from over

45

Finally, the Huawei P30 smartphone runs a

2,000 visually impaired children gathered so

pre-trained machine learning model powered

far. By continually collecting data and adjusting

by HiAI 2.0 to detect whether the patient has a

the machine learning model, the researchers

visual impairment.

can increase accuracy.

As is also the case for most conventional

Developing the technology for TrackAI is more

techniques, TrackAI’s test results still need to

of a marathon rather than a sprint. There’s still

be verified by an ophthalmologist, because

a long way to go before it is perfected, but a

the system relies on expert interpretation

world where no visually impaired child goes

of the test results. Using AI to judge the

undiagnosed is closer than ever.
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Smart mining
Extracting the power of AI

In Chinese mythology, the colored stones used by the mother Goddess Nüwa to mend the sky
were drawn from Shanxi’s extremely rich coal reserves. One-third of the province’s underground
area contains coal, which generates over half of its revenue and provides 1 in 20 local jobs
for Shanxi’s 37 million people. While the coal industry is a pillar of economic development, it’s
unequivocally dangerous for those on the frontlines.
By Xue Hua, Linda Xu
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Our primary goal is to achieve zero
coal mine deaths. We hope to achieve this in
every coal mine across the country.

H

owever, technology is helping to

Given the scale of the coal mining industry,

smarten up safety in coal production,

creating a smart, efficient, safe, and clean

with accidents in Shanxi declining

operating model is obviously important.

sharply since 2010 thanks to more

Improvements have already been made

stringent requirements and an officially

in Shanxi mines when it comes to the

sanctioned action plan that focuses on

environment. Today, coal is transported

mechanization, automation, and intelligent

through natural wooded surroundings in closed

mining. By 2020, the plan aims to have fully

belt corridors directly to coal washing plants,

implemented intelligent control systems and

so that no coal spills onto the ground. While

cut the headcount needed on workfaces in

coal mining areas are situated in shaded

key mines by 50 percent. By 2030, centrally

forests and the environment is cleaner than

controlled, fully unmanned workfaces are

ever, the safety problem persists.

expected to be in operation. The plan identifies
38 types of mining robots in the following

Why mines are unsafe

five categories: tunneling, coal mining,
transportation, security control, and rescue.

Jingying Shuzhi GM Zhao Cunhui summarizes
the three major factors causing unsafe coal

According to Cai Jianjun, the Chief Engineer

production as, “The unsafe behavior of people,

of Shanxi Administration of Coal Mine Safety,

the unsafe conditions of things, and unsafe

“Our primary goal is to achieve zero coal mine

factors of management.”

deaths. We hope to achieve this in every coal
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mine across the country.” China’s 5,800 coal

Hazards can appear at any time in underground

mines supply power stations with more than

mine workspaces, with Zhao citing examples

half of the annual 3.68 billion tons of raw coal

like missing face guards on shearers and faults

produced nationally, generating 7.1 trillion kWh

with mobile or hydraulic supports. Moreover,

of electricity.

production machinery relies on the human eye
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to determine operating status, which leads to

“AI excels at repetitive work, freeing people

a start-stop work flow and is prone to human

from traditional labor,” says Zhao. “But for safe

error.

production in coal mines, AI is desperately
needed to expand the scope of automation and

People are in fact the biggest overall hazard.

the depth of smart capabilities.”

According to Zhao, poor worker discipline and

Intelligence means safety

a lack of overt supervision tends to make the
following violations commonplace: riding belts,
running after monkey cars (chair lifts), carrying

Powered by big data and AI, Huawei’s Mine

unregulated items, smoking, and not wearing

Brain solution can boost safety in coal mines

helmets. He also mentions risks that occur

by optimizing workplace and supervisory

due to weak links in the chain of command,

efficiency. It can replace humans in hazardous

including favoritism, fraud, and negligence.

environments and take on tedious and

Water leaks, he says, are a common result

repetitive tasks. For example, Mine Brain’s

of negligence when drilling locations aren’t

computer vision capabilities can monitor

correctly conveyed.

scraper conveyors, reducing the number of
people needed and increasing efficiency.

A third major issue is the bottlenecks caused by

According to Zhao, “A coal mine in Inner

a lack of automation, which creates monitoring

Mongolia with an annual output of 21.7 million

blind spots. At the same time, the lack of smart

tons requires 900 people. At the moment, 10

perceptual AI makes it difficult to determine

scraper machines are operated simultaneously

whether a workspace is safe, identify worker

for underground digging.” One person is

violations, or analyze the status of machinery.

needed per shift to perform specialist start-

As today’s young people tend to be reluctant

stop operations for each machine, he says,

to work in the mines – not least because of the

meaning that 10 people are required per shift

safety issues – labor shortages are also on the rise.

and 30 for three shifts. Replacing those 30
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Mine Brain helps us identify whether the
pump house inspection is on time, improve
people management, provide on-site
prompts, and generate inspection reports.
– Zhao Cunhui, General Manager, Jingying Shuzhi

workers with equipment could save 6 million

onsite for tasks like supervision, inspection,

yuan (around US$837,160) a year based on an

and acceptance testing for exploration or water

annual cost of 200,000 yuan per worker. Zhao

bore drilling identification. Instead, the operator

believes that, “Efficient enterprises are founded

receives acceptance test results and alerts about

on progressive concepts – in this case the

any operating errors.

willingness to spend millions of yuan to install
equipment rather than spending 10,000 yuan to

“Computer vision means that safety

hire one person.”

management doesn’t have to rely on humans.
By identifying conditions like belt no-loads, coal

Mine Brain’s computer vision capabilities

piling on belts, and belt deviation, remote alerts

can report unsafe behavior to the onsite

or messages can be issued to the belt control

monitoring system, which can then issue

system for coordinated shutdown,” says Zhao.

warnings. The solution can also protect

“Mine Brain helps us identify whether the pump

people by identifying changes in the state of

house inspection is on time, improve people

workplace objects and environment. Computer

management, provide on-site prompts, and

vision can identify unsafe scenarios like

generate inspection reports. It can also identify

people working in front of shearers or missing

the absence of management in the dispatch

hydraulic support guard plates, and issue

room and generate software records and

warnings through the broadcast system. The

reports for daily assessment.”

system can then generate software records,
making these types of incidents part of future

He believes that smart perceptual data

safety assessments.

can create three closed automated loops
that promote coal mine site safety: sensing
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Mine Brain makes project quality management

worker violations, generating tickets for

and production process management no longer

violations, and triggering audible and visual

dependent on humans. Managers aren’t needed

alarms.
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Smart perceptual data can create three closed
automated loops that promote coal mine site safety:
sensing worker violations, generating tickets for
violations, and triggering audible and visual alarms.

Smart collaboration, smart
results

diagnosis and warning alarms for operations

Mine Brain is the product of collaboration

As well as protecting workers, Mine Brain can

between Huawei, Jingying Shuzhi, and

reduce personnel requirements by 10 percent

the China Coal Research Institute.

while increasing actual production hours by

A strong example of Huawei’s

10 percent, thanks to identification and early

Platform+AI+Ecosystem strategy for

warning alarms for problems that interrupt

the coal industry, it features Huawei’s

production. Freeing up coal mine management

FusionCube, intelligent edge application,

personnel allows them to focus on optimizing

and smart cameras, while Huawei Cloud

processes rather than managing people. “Even

and Enterprise Intelligence platform

in a mine with an annual output of a million

provide powerful basic computing power

tons,” says Zhao, “Mine Brain can mean a

and management support. Jingying Shuzhi’s

bottom-line gain of 30 million yuan.”

and construction compliance, building a solid
safety foundation.

strength in algorithms delivers an AI model
for Mine Brain that includes early warning

Powered by data and AI, smart coal mines

algorithms and expert models.

need to continue to expand perceptual sensing
capabilities beyond vision and sound to include

Already installed in mines across the

touch, taste, and smell based on existing IoT

country, including in Shanxi, Inner Mongolia,

technologies, paving the way towards truly

and Anhui, Mine Brain has been applied

smart robots. Cai Jianjun, Chief Engineer of

to tasks like water prospecting and gas

Shanxi Administration of Coal Mine Safety,

extraction, and has shifted acceptance

hopes that Huawei continues to invest in AI

testing methods from underground to above

applications for coal mining to help achieve the

ground. It also provides remote intelligent

zero-death goal.
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China Southern Power Grid
Energy supply gets smart with AI
Shenzhen’s rapid development into an economic powerhouse has meant that the city’s demand for
energy has skyrocketed. However, the inspection model for power lines hasn’t changed for 30 years,
and maintenance personnel are unable unable to meet current demand. Shenzhen Power Supply
Bureau needed a solution that was automated, real-time, and smart.
By Linda Xu, Xue Hua
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t was a blisteringly hot day in September

Shenzhen with a total service area of 1,953

2014, just after a typhoon had passed. The

square kilometers and a customer base of 3.05

power line team had one last transmission

million.

tower to check on their inspection schedule.

It just happened to be on top of a mountain.

Shenzhen currently has 511 overhead lines

With no time for lunch, the crew leader and

at 110 kV and above running over 3,900 km,

his squad half walked, half clambered up to

with more than 7,700 independent towers.

the summit. It was already 3 pm before they

Shenzhen’s rapid development has resulted

had completed the inspection and scrambled

in many transmission lines spread over a

down the mountain, consuming six bottles of

wide area, increasing the O&M workload for

water. This is a typical working day for those

electrical power to challenging levels. In the

performing traditional, manual power line

last ten years, power line length has nearly

inspections. The model hasn’t changed much

doubled, but the power line maintenance crew

in 30 years.

has only increased from 60 to 80 people, which
doesn’t satisfy current requirements.

This was a story shared by the Deputy
Director of the Transmission Management

However, providing a stable, secure, and high

Office of Shenzhen Power Supply Bureau

standard of power for the Special Economic

of China Southern Power Grid, Wei Qianhu.

Zone and the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao

“One day, we worked out that an ordinary

Greater Bay Area and applying technology to

power line worker during his career will walk

improve capabilities is the main mission of SPSB.

along enough mountain roads on his patrol

Building a smart line of
defense for the power grid

route to travel once around the equator,”
Wei says. Founded in 1979, Shenzhen Power
Supply Bureau (SPSB) is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of China Southern Power Grid (CSG).

Starting in 2019, the State Grid plans to invest

It provides electricity to most of the city of

billions of dollars to build smart transmission
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The local real-time processing of the edge
data using Huawei’s Ascend AI chip and
SPSB’s grid service algorithms enable smart
O&M, covering the inspection of power
transmission and transformation.
– Lv Zhining, Director of the Information Center, SPSB

lines over three years covering the Guangdong-

application in the fields of domestic CPUs, IoT, 5G,

Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area. The

and AI analysis.

project covers:
• Implementing coordinated operations
covering “air, sky, land, and road” and an

Intelligent inspections
provide powerful support

inspection system that features IoT-based

According to Wei, all of Shenzhen is covered

power transmission hardware

by transmission lines with the hardware spread
widely and mostly on hills. Manual inspections

• Online monitoring of all lines that are 500

are risky, involving altitude, mountains, and

kV and above and at least 60 percent of

rivers. SPSB began to trial online video

lines that are 220 kV and above. Provincial

monitoring in 2013. Although it improved

authorities can decide the methodology for

work efficiency, it lacked edge-based smart

110 kV lines.

identification and required footage and images
to be sent to the back-end for manual analysis.

• Deploying lines that are 500 kV or on

This restricted the entire system’s edge

consecutive towers and 220 kV lines on

communication and power supply resources,

every other tower.

required extensive manual analysis, and
couldn’t be rolled out at scale.

• Conducting drone inspections on all
transmission lines that are 110 kV and above.

SPSB had previously piloted a traditional industry
transmission video surveillance and image capture
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SPSB is also the first player in the global power

scheme, but the results weren’t ideal. First, data

industry to establish a joint innovation lab with

backhaul was difficult. Backhauling images

Huawei, and hopes to use Huawei’s cutting-edge

generates a large amount of traffic and devices

technology solutions to overcome the challenges

were unable to be turned on for an extended time,

of digital transformation. The joint innovation

so the video image resolution had to be reduced.

lab mainly conducts technical research and

Second, monitoring efficiency was low and results

WINWIN ISSUE 34 12. 2019

were poor. Data backhaul was dependent on

“In the field of smart inspection systems for

troubleshooting by people, meaning things could

power transmission, Huawei’s Ascend AI chip

be overlooked or misinterpreted. Overall time

is deployed in transmission towers across the

efficiency was poor, and there were long intervals

whole city and in drones’ online monitoring

between taking photos. Third, there were power

cameras,” says Wei. The system is used to

consumption and reliability issues. The power

identify five typical potential hazard scenarios

supply for towers depends on solar energy, but

and seven major body defects of transmission

power consumption for hardware operations were

lines. This video online monitoring system can

high, so extended rainy weather could lead to

be used to replace traditional high-intensity,

insufficient power supply and high offline rates for

high-risk manual on-site inspections.

hardware.
To solve the above issues, SPSB and Huawei jointly
deployed power transmission video surveillance

Kunpeng enables a realtime response

devices on the edge side. The system integrated

The power data room houses all SPSB’s

Atlas 200 AI acceleration modules and used AI

service systems. Most of the servers currently

inference algorithms to perform on-site image

use x86 architecture. The CPU and other core

and video analysis and promptly upload alarms.

chips, operating systems, and databases, are

A training and inference system was deployed

all technologies and products from abroad that

at the main station to continuously optimize the

cannot be independently managed. The Director

algorithm model and, together with management

of the Information Center at SPSB, Lv Zhining

software, enable remote model delivery

says, “Huawei’s independently developed ARM-

deployment and fast upgrades to system functions.

based CPU Kunpeng and its ecosystem offer

The system has the following advantages:

us a new choice and meet our requirements.
We’re researching and verifying service migration

• Front-end embedded AI reasoning, which

from x86 architecture to Kunpeng architecture.

improves time efficiency and accuracy,

Ultimately, we hope to realize the full-stack

reduces backhaul traffic, and optimizes

localization of power IDC hardware and software

system costs.

resources.” He says that the local real-time
processing of edge data using Huawei’s Ascend

• Extremely low power consumption. The

AI chip and SPSB’s grid service algorithms enable

module supports multi-level energy efficiency

smart O&M, covering the inspection of power

management and is well adapted to the

transmission and transformation. This includes on-

power supply system to ensure long-term,

site identification and alerts for potential hazards

stable operations for the overall device.

on the external construction of power lines and
the local identification of defects in drone images

• Edge-cloud collaboration. A deep learning

of power lines.

system deployed in the cloud continuously
trains and optimizes the algorithm model,

It is the first application of Huawei’s domestic

supporting edge-side remote model delivery

ARM-based CPU ecosystem, Ascend AI

and large-scale deployment.

architecture, and device-end IoT in the power
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Harnessing 5G’s fast speed, large bandwidth, and low
latency in video inspection and monitoring services
enables HD video backhaul and real-time video inspection
of operating sites.

industry. SPSB used Huawei’s IoT device-end

system was deployed, the O&M team could

technology to build the first AIoT architecture in

easily view line conditions remotely and use AI

the power industry. Converged communications

for smart image recognition, cutting personnel

access for multiple heterogeneous data

requirements and boosting the efficiency of

sources was made possible for video, image,

powerline O&M.

temperature, humidity, and windage yaw
sensors in the power grid, improving deviceend data perception capabilities.

• System cost savings. Front-end local
analysis has slashed public network traffic
and the use of cloud storage and computing

At the same time, Huawei’s 5G technology has

resources, cutting system costs by more

allowed the innovative application of ultra-

than 30 percent.

broadband power services. “Harnessing 5G’s fast
speed, large bandwidth, and low latency in video

Today, SPSB has installed 2,312 online video

inspection and monitoring services enables HD

monitoring devices. Equipped with Huawei’s

video backhaul and real-time video inspection of

Atlas 200 AI acceleration module, they

operating sites,” says Lv. “Using it in scheduling, for

achieve the full coverage of transmission line

example, in 5G differential protection and PMU

corridors in Shenzhen. Carrying out inspections

(synchronized phase measurement for the grid),

effortlessly from the comfort of the office is

can improve the real-time control capabilities of

now becoming a reality.

the grid.”
In the future, SPSB plans to install nearly 3,000
By using AI, IoT, and advanced 5G technology,

transmission video monitoring devices on the

the SPSB have achieved the following:

transmission line. With Huawei’s Ascend AI chip
built in and loaded with the self-developed smart

• Real-time alerts and accurate reporting,

identification algorithms, the solution will support

including the real-time monitoring and

real-time smart identification at the front end

analysis of transmission line conditions,

and only return identification results to the back-

real-time alarms, and fewer false negatives

end. Advanced technology is driving a historical

and false alarms from manual monitoring.

transformation in the power industry, making the
systems that power the lights in our homes more

• A dramatic increase in efficiency. After the
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intelligent and efficient than ever.
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Environment
Protection

Using AI to
Protect Rainforests
Huawei is working with
Rainforest Connection (RFCx) to
build “Guardians” using AI and
upcycled Huawei phones.
These Guardians protect
rainforests and animals from
illegal logging and poachers.
We’re currently running
projects in 10 countries across 5
continents.

Topher White
Founder & CEO of RFCx

Building a Fully Connected, Intelligent World
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